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Abstract

EDITORS' AND ADVISERS' PERCEPTIONS OF SCHOLASTIC PRESS FREEDOM IN
MARYLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

A review of federal court rulings found that the courts have given

public school student journalists constitutional protections that are very

similar to those of professional journalists on the premise that, as

government agencies, schools have created a forum in establishing a

school publication with which they can not interfere. The major

difference between scholastic and general press protection is that press

freedom does not extend to material and substantial disruption of

school activity.

This study examines how the constitutional rights of student

journalists compare with those of professional journalists and tests

what effect, if any; student newspaper advisers' perceptions of student

press role and other factors have on advisers' attitudes toward student

press freedom.

Advisers in Maryland public schools were surveyed concerning

student press function and student press freedom. Student editors, too;

were questioned and reaveled that they are more conservative in their

views of student press freedom than their advisers.



During the 1960s and 1970s students developed a new aware-

ness of themselves as a unique and separate social force, with

the same need for self expression as any other public. While

many would argue that the student press should enjoy all the

First Amendment freedoms accorded the general press, others

claim the special needs of the school preclude full protection

for student publications and speech.

A review of federal court rulings shows that the courts have

given publit school student journalists constitutional protec-

tions that ave similar to those of professional journalists.

These prot7tctions are granted on the premise that, as government

agencies,,schools have created a forum in establishing a school

publication (Stayer, 1979; Gillmor and Barron, 1978).

In general, government agencies may not interfere with the

use of forums they have created unless that use threatens a

"clear and present danger" to society. With regard toschools,

interference requires the less stringent test of "material and

substantial disruption." In this sense, the courts have deCided

that schools can tolerate less disruption than society at large;

and have allowed school officials greater control over student

publications than state or federal governments hold over the non-

student.press (Huffman and Trauth, 1981)

Control by school officials is limited, however, to rules

that are reasonable and include procedural safeguards that will

assure that students have dJe process of law in the review of

their publications. The courts, as well as educational associations



and student advocate groups, have recommended guidelines for

school publications to protect the rights of both students and

school officials (Stevens and Webster, 1973; Simpson, 1978-79).

Previous surveys of student editors, publications advisers

and school administrators have found that there is far more cen-

sorship of student publications than is legally valid considering

the court precedents set over the last ten years. Many of the

surveyed schools had no guidelines for student publications or

procedures for censorship appeal. The studies indicate that this

was largely because school officials either were ignorant of or

disregarded the legal status of the student press. However, it

may also have been because administrators and advisers tended to

see student publications as instructional tools, rather than as

the forums for student expression that the courts have recognized.

Until recently, scholastic press scholars indicated that the

primary function of school publications was to teach pupils how

to write and meet deadl es. They noted that school publications

could also be used to promote school unity and spirit (Roemer and

Allen, 1926). The importance of a school publication as. a forum

for student expressions or as a "watchdog" of school policies

accepted general press functions was rarely mentioned.

Growing awareness of students' political rights, plus a more

definitive finding by the courts that scholastic publications en-

joy nearly complete constitutional protection, have encouraged

the forum theory of scholastic press function. Increasingly, edu-

cators accept the importance of scholastic publications in the



exchange of student ideas. They believe that stressing scholas=

tic press freedom instructs students in important democratic

ideals. Unfortunately, this belief'is not always applied by ad-

visers and administrators to the actual operation of high school

publications and most students are not aware enough of their

rights to demand them when they are threatened.

Maryland Mgh school editors and their advisers are no dif=

ferent than their counterparts across the United States. Their

work is comparable with work done at other schools, based on the

national rankings of school newspapers, yearbooks and literary

magazines. Their attitudes and perceptions were thought to be

similar to those held by other students and their advisers. This

study was designed to establish whether Maryland student editors'

and their advisers' views of scholastic publication function af-

feet their support for student press freedom. The hypothesis was

that because high school officials, and sometimes s,tudents, see

the primary role of the student press as journalism instruction,

they are less concerned with assuting publication freedoms than

if they believed the major function to be a forum for student

expression.

TO test whether there is a positive relationship between

perceptions of school press function and acceptance of First

Amendment protections for student journalists; questionnaires

were sent to high school newspaper adiisers and editors in Mary-

land's public schools during the fall of 1982 and spring of 1983.



Newspaper advisers were chosen because they represent both

the interests of students and those of the administration. It

is also the advisers who have the first opportunity to censor

student press material. Newspaper editors were surveyed to pro-

vide a more complete picture of publication freedom and percep-

tion of student press role.

Adviser Survey

Advisers were queried about their understanding of and at-

titudes toward student press freedom; their conception of stu-

dent press function; the actual practice of journalism in their

schools and the extent of, their journalism experience.

Advisers' understanding of student press legal status was

measured by their response to several fictional situations repre-

senting cases on which federal courts have rules. This is a mod-

ification of a survey method used by Broussard and Blackman in

thei; study of principals' censorship attitudes (1977); Because

that method has been criticized for its use of composite cases

making it difficult to distinguish among the legal issues respon-

dents react to--an attempt was made in this survey to limit each

of the five cases to a single legal question.

Advisers were given a score for theit legal understanding;

based on the number of the five legal questions they answered

correctly with a score of 5 being the highest degree of under-

standing and a score of 0 being the lowest degree.' This score

was then compared with other responses to determine whether any

positive relationship-exists.
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Advisers' attitudes toward student press freedom were mea-

sured by their agreement or disagreement with the following

statements:

School administrators should have the right to
prevent publication of material they feel is dam-
aging to the school's image.

School administrators should have the right to
prohibit publication and distribution of material
that is not in an official school publication;

o Student journalists should enjoy the same First
Amendment rights as professional journalists.

o School publications should avoid controversial _

topics in favor of stories which encourage school
solidarity.

To judge adviser perception of student press Function, the

respondents were asked to select the most important function from

among these Choices:

Fostering school spirit

o Providing students with information

Serving as a forum for student expression

o Providing students with journalism experience

Questions related to the practice of journalism in the ad-

visers' schools included whether the school has a set of publi-

cation guidelines (implying attention to student legal protec-

tion), whether the student publication covers news outside the

school (indicating the degree of publication involvement with

community events and issues), whether the publication regularly

runs editorials and letters to the editor (demonstrating openness

to criticism and controversy) and how the school newspaper is fi-

nanced (indicating the degree of independence from administration
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control the publication enjoys). r:50,

These questions were included under the assumption that

the broader a newspaper's coverage, and the more open it is to

comment and criticism, the more likely that student journalists

are given the freedom to publish material without censorship.

i impliesFinancial independence also mplies greater journalistic free-

dom.

Advisers could be more specific about the independence of

their publications in two open-end questions asking the circum-

stances under which: (1) they would censor or (2) their admin-

istration has censored a student newspaper article. These ques-.

tions allowed advisers to be more candid about censorship atti-

tudes and legal understanding.

.

The final section on the advisers' type of school and jour-

nalism experience and education provide data on factors that

might influence advisers' legal understanding, attitudes and

press function perceptions. Journalism experience was measured

'by (1) years of teaching journalism, (2) general journalism edu-
,

cation and (3) instruction in journalism law.

Editor Survey

School newspaper editors were asked the same attitude and

press function questions as their advisers, to determine the ex-

tent to which their responses are the same.

Ii a third section editors were asked to describe their re-

lationship with the adviser. Questions include one estimating

the proportion of newspaper stories that stem from advisers' ideas
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(indicating the degree Of student influence in the publication

content) and three diStUtting publication censorship, adViserS'

definition of inappropriate material and the fairness of editor-
,

ial policies. Again, as with advisers; the open-end questiont

allow a more candid look at publication censorship than the ob=;

jective ones.

Summary

In addition to measuring the frequency of advisers' and edi-

tors' responses to survey questions; 21 pairs of responses were

examined.

Of 168 questionnaires that were mailed, only 45, or 27 per-

cent, were returned. This is a relatively small sample that re-

quites caution in analyzing the survey results. This is partitU=

larly true of the chi square test which normally needs a larger

sample to be conclusive (Stempel and Westley, 1981). This may be

the reason why statistically significant relationships were found

for only 4 out of 21 pairs of responses;

However, the similarity of responses to the open-end ques-

tions indicates several strong patterns of application of and at-

titudes toward student press freedom in Maryland public schoolS.

This compensates in part for the deficiency in sample size ==a1=

though the exchange is a more general picture for a more specific

one.

Survey Results

While student publications in Maryland public high schools

appear to support the general idea of student press rights, this

10
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support is not as extensive as that given to the student presS

by'the courts; This is evident in survey data for actual jour-

nalism practice; as well as data on advisers' attitudes toward

and legal understanding of student press freedom. Stiident edi=

tort' responses inditate that they are slightly more conservative

in their attitUdes than.their advisers.

Data from the survey shows that there is a relationship for

both advisers and editors between their perception of student

pre .s function and their attitude toward students first Amend-

ment rights to a free press (see Tables 1 and 2); This confirms-

the hypothesis: advisers and editors who see the same primary

role for the student press as for the general press tend to be-

lieve that student journalists should have the same First Amend=

ment rights as professional journalists.

TABLE 1

The Effect of Advisers' Attitudes Toward Student
Press Function on Attitudes-Toward the First
Amendment Rights of Student Journalists

First Amendment Attitude

Student Press Function

Fostering School Spirit

Providing Students
with Information

A Forum for Student
Expression

Journalism Experience

Same_for Students Different for Students
and Professionals and ProfessionalS

0

11

9

8

N = 38
X2 = 8 (.05 level of significance is 7.82, where the degree of
freedom is 3)
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TABLE 2

The Effect of Editors' Attitudes Tdward'Student
Press Function on Attitudes Toward the First

Amendment Rights of Student Journalists

First Amendment Attitude

Student Press Function

Same for Students
area Professionals

Different for Students
and Professionals __

Fostering School Spirit 0: 0

Providing Student
with Information 24

A Forum for Student
Expression 12

Journalism Experience 3 2

N = 42 _

X2 = 9.35 (.05 level of.significance is 7.82, where the degree
of freedom is 3)

There is no indication that adviserS' understanding of student

press law affeAs their attitude toward students' it Amendment

rights (see Table 3), or their attitude toward student press fune-
.

tion (see Table 4); Advisers' legal scores do seem to relate cidti=

tively, at statistically significant leveTs, with advitert' atti=

tudes toward publishing Material that is.'controversial (see Table

5) or might damage the school's image (see Table 6).

It appears that advisers in suburban schools and those'with

longer teaching experience and more journalism education tend toward

higher legal.stores than those in rural schools or with less edu-

cation and teaching experience; However, these relationships were

not found to be statistically significant under the chi square test;

12
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TABLE 3

The Effect of Advisers' Legal Scores on
Attitudes Toward the First Amendment

Rights of Student Journalists

First Amendment Attitude

Same for Students Different for Students

and Professionals and Professionals

Legal Score

1

2

3

4

5

3

5

12

.9

0

4

Nn= 40
X2 = 4.97 (.05 level of significance is 9.42, where the degree
of freedcm is 4)

TABLE 4

The Effect of AdviserS' Legal Scores on
Attitudes Toward Student Press Function

Student Press Function

Leg 1 Score

1

2.

3

4

5

_
Fostering
School Providing
Spirit Information

0

0

3

5

6

10

N,= 40
X2 = 17.39 (.05 level of significance

of freedom is 12)

Forum
for Journalism

Expression Experience

4

6

1

0

1

2

3

21.03, where the degree

13
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TABLE 5

Effect of Advisers' Legal Scores on Attitudes
Toward Controversial Topics in Publications

Controversial Topics

Should Include Should Not Include

Legal Score

1

2

3

4

5

1 2

12

1 14

12

N-= 42
X2 = 13.7_(.05 level of significance is . , where the degree of
freedom is 4)

TABLE 6

Effect of Advisers' Legal Scores on Attitties
Toward Articles Damaging School Im r-

Legal Score

1

3

5

Articles Damac col Image

Should Include Should NotInclude

3 0

6 6

4 11

13

N -= 43
X2 = 13.98 (.05 level of significance is 9.49, where the degree of
freedom is 4)
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It is not apparent from the analysis of the available data

that advisers' experience; education or attitudes influence their

perception of student press role. However, these factors are

themselves important to understanding the background and charac-

ter of teachers who are advising student publications. This back-

ground provides implications for improving the quality of high

school journalism, particularly with regard to student press

rights.

Both from the objective data and from responses to the open-

end questions it is apparent that school newspaper editors tend ,"

to have a narrower idea of student press freedom than the adv*sers.

This is in spite of their greater tendency to see greater s milari-

ties between the student and the general press than advisers do.

Since editors were not scored on their understanding of student

press legal status; it is not possible to know if they understand

the extent of student press rights.

While both advisers and editors overwhelmingly support the
_ .

coverage of controversial topics in the student press, their res-
,

ponse to open-end questions on story suitability indicate that

controversial articles may also be banned because they are "in poor

taste" or do not represent "good journalism." These are two highly

subjective determinations that allow advisers wide discretion for

censorship and that diminish student journalism freedom.

From these responses it is also evident, however, that there

is the least censorship where advisers and editors work closely

together to determine material suitability, through either formal

15
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or informal staff discussions.

The presentation of survey findings begins with a profile

of survey respondents, followed by a discussion of advisers' un-

derstanding of the legal status of student journalists, an analy-

sis of their attitudes toward student publications and student

press function and the apparent application of those attitudes

and legal understanding to the actual production of a school news-

paper. The final section discusses editors' attitudes toward stu-

dent press function and th2 freedoms of student journalists, as

well as individual anecdotes of student press censorship.

Profile of Respondents

Of the 45 questionnaires returned, the majority (59 percent)

were from suburban schools, with 31 percent from rural schools and

10 percent from urban schools.

The advisers tended to be older, with 45 percent having seven

or more years of teaching experience, 9 percent with five or six

years, 22 percent with three to four years and 24 percent with one

to two years.

The overwhelming majority did not major (93 percent) or minor

(90 percent) in journalism for their college degrees. However,

55 percent had a least three credits in journalism course work.

One quarter (26 percent) had nine or more journalism credits and

10 percent had 15 or more credits. Nearly half (45 percent) had

had at.least one course or workshop on journalism law.

Not quite half (44 percent) of the advisers had had some addi-

tional journalism experience beside advising school publications.
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Of those, 45 percent had worked with either their own high school

or college press. The remainder reported writing experience with

community publications or limited outside editing, proofing or

printing experience.

The advisers indicated that their newspapers primarily cover

school news, with little comment or criticism. Only 9 percent

said their publications regularly ran editorials and only 19 per-

cent consistently included letters to the editor. While this does

not preclude the discussion of controversial topics, it does show

a lack of interest in school reaction and limits the use of the

publication for a free exchange of ideas.

Only 14 percent of the advisers reported that their publica-

tions cover news that occurs outside of the school. This also in-

dicates a very narrow focus in the Maryland high school press.

Despite court rulings and a consensus among journalism educa-

tors that written publication guidelines provide important legal

protection for both students and administrators, only half of the

schools represented in the survey have written guidelines. With

the available data it is not possible to know whether this means

that editors, advisers and administrators do not use guidelines

because they are able to resolve fairly questions of story suita

bility through informal means, or whether advisers and administra-

tors impose their story restrictions without regard for the legal

implications of their censorship and so see no need for guidelines.

There appears to be no specific relationship between a school's

geographic location and its use of written publicaiion guidelines

(see Table 7).

17
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TABLE 7

The Effect of School Location on the Use of
Publication Guidelines

Use Publication Guidelines

School Location

!es No

Urban 1 3

Suburbin 11 11

.Rural 'b 6

N = 38
X2 = .94 (.05 level of significance is . , where the degree of
freedom is 2)

School publications in Maryland high schools are financed in

a variety of ways and most employ more than one source of revenue.

Most are also self-supporting, with two thirds using\advertising

and half using fundraising and /or putlication sales to finance

printing and other costs. Smaller numbers of publications get in-

come from boards of education (31 percent), student fees (11 per-

cent), the student government (4 percent) or parent-teacher asso-

ciation (2 percent).

This relative financial independence indicates greater poten-

tial for journalistic freedom than if the publications had to rely

on the school administration for financing.

Advisers' Understanding of Student Preis Law

The average legal score for advisers was 3.88, within a range

from 2 to 5. Two thirds of the respondents scored correctly on,fOur

of the five questions, with 30 percent answering all five questions
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correctly, 35 percent answering four, 28 percent answering three

and 7 percent answering two.

Advisers were most often correct (93 percent) on the issue

of whether an adviser can censor a four letter word from an article.

They also had a high degree of accuracy for questions involving

student criticism of the administration (85 percent) and articles

on a controversial topic (88 percent). They were less accurate on

questions of true but negative information about the administration

(64 percent) and articles that might cause school disruption (69

percent). These results indicate that advisers' understanding of

school press legal issues may be incomplete.

There appears to be a tendency 'for suburban schools to'have

the highest legal scores; followed by rural schools (see Table 8).

There also seems to be a tendency for journalism adviiers with

more years of teaching experience, as, well as those who have had a

journalism law course, to have higher legal scores (see Tables.9 and

I

10). The trend toward having a journalism law course among ad isers

with more years of teaching experience may explain the higher .vgal

scores among advisers with greater teaching experience.

Advisers in suburban schools appear most likely to have ad a

course in journalism law, followed by advisers in rural schools

(see Table 11). This may explain in part why suburban school advi-

sers tend to have the hir,hest legal scores.

It also appears that advisers with high legal scores tend to

include editorials and letters to the editor in their school news
_

paper (see Tables 12 and 13). However, there appears to be no

9 iv
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TABLE 8

The Effect of &:.hool Location
on AdvisersiLpgal Score

Number of Correct Legal Responses

School Location
,

,\1 ,7
a

0

o

2

0

2

0

3
2

6

3

4

2

7

5

5

0

9

4

Urban

Suburban

Rural

N = 40
X2 = 4.21 .05 level of significance is 12.59, where the degree
of freedom is ,8)

TABLE 9

The Effect of Teaching Experience
on Advisers' Legal Score

Number of Correct Legal Responses

Years of Teaching 1 2 3 4 5

1-2 years 0 2 5 1 2

3-4 years 0 0 2 5 2

5-6 years 0 0 0 2 2

7 or more years 0 1 4 7 7

N = 42
X2 = 4.87 (.05 significance level is 21.03, where the degree of
freedom is 12)
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'TABLE 10

The Effect of School Location on Advisers'
Instruction in Journalism Law

Number of Correct Legal Responses

Journalism Law Course 1 2 3 4 5

or Workshop

Yes G 0 2 2 0

No 0 2 6 7 9

N= 41
X2 = .44 (.05 significance leve' is 9.49, where the degree of
freedom is A)

TABLE 11

The Effect of School Location on Adviser
Instruction in Journalism Law

Adviser Journalism Law
Instruction

Sciacal_tocation Yes No

Urban 1 3

Suburban 11 11

Rural 5 7

N-= 38
X2 = .93 (.05 significance level is 5.99; where the degree or
freedom is 2)

21
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relationship between advisers' legal scores and their use of writ-

ten publication guidelines (see Table 14).

TABLE 12

Effect of Adv=sers' Legal Score on the Use
of Editorials in the School Publication

Use of Editorials

Number_of Correct
Legal Responses.

1

2

3

4

5

Yes No

3

9

15

13

0

N.= 43
X2 = 7.37 (.05 significance level is 9.49, where the degree of
freedom is 4)

TABLE 13

Effect of Advisers' Legal Score on the Use of
Letters to the Editor in the School Publication

Use of Letters to Editor

Number of Correct Yes Ito

legal Responses

a

2 3 0

3 11

4 11 4

5 12

43
X4
N -=

= 3.22_(.09 significance level is 9. , where the degree of
freedom is 4)
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TABLE 14

Effect of Advisers' Legal Score on the Use of
School Publications Guidelines

Use_of_Publication Guidelines

Number of Correct Yes No

Legal Responses

1 0 0

2 1

3 3 8

4 10 5

5 7 5

N,= 41__
1 x4 = .86_(.05 significance level is 9.49, where the degree of

freedom is 4)

Advisers' Attitudes Toward Student Journalism

Although advisers supported the concept of legal rights for

student journalists and the importance of keeping student publi-

cations free from authority censorship by school officials, they

would not give student journalists the same First Amendment pro-

tection as professional journalists--or even the same legal sta-

tus that student journalists have been given by the courts.

Advisers' differential attitude toward student journalists

is particularly apparent in their perception of student press

role. Nearly half (44 percent) felt that the most important func-

tion of the student press is to provide students with journalism

experience. This education funCtion has no equivalent among the

roles recognized for the general press.

About one-third (30 percent) felt that the most important

student press function was to provide students with information
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and slightly more than one quarter (27 percent) felt that the

primary role was to serve as a forum for student e:Tression. No

adviser felt that the most important function is to foster school

spirit.

There appears to be no relationship between advisers' atti=

tudes toward school newspaper function and the coverage of news

outside the school (see Table 15)0 or the inclusion of editorials

(see Table 16) or letters to the editor (see Table 17). Thus;

while perception of student press function may influence an ad-

viser's attitude toward student.press freedom; it does not neces-

sarily affect the application of this attitude in the student news-

paper production.

TABLE 15

The Effect of_Advisers' Attitudes Toward Student
Press Function on Publication Coverage

of News Outside the School

Student Press Function

Outside Coverage

Yes

Fostering School Spirit 0 0

Providing Students with Information 10 2

A Forum for Student Expression 8 3

Journalism Experience 16 2

N__= 41
X2 = 1;28 (.05 level of significance is 7;82i where the degree of

freedom is 3)
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TABLE 16

The Effect of Advisers' Attitudes Toward Student
Press Function on the Inclusion of

Editorials in Publications

Editorials

Stilont_Press Function Yes No

Fostering School Spirit 0 0

Providing Students with
Information 10 2

A Forum for Student
Expression 11 0

Journalism Experience 17 1

,N = 41__
X? = .25 (.05 level
of freedom,is 3)

significance is 7.82, where the degree

TABLE 17

The Effect of Advisers' Attitudes Toward Student
Press Function on the Inclusion of Letters

to the Editor in Publications

Student Press Function Yes No

Fostering School Spirit 0 0

Providing Students with Information 8 3

A Forum for Student Expression 10 I

Journalism Experience 14 3

N9=39
X` - 1.25 (.05 level of significance is
of freedom is 3)

, where the degree
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Despite the emphasis on the use of school publications for

vocational training; advisers support the concept of student press

rights--at least intheory. Nearly three=quarters (72 percept)

agreed that student journalists should enjoy the same rights as

professional journalists; and an overwhelming 95 percent-believe

that student publications should cover controversial topics. How-

ever, most would limit student newspaper writing by allowing admin-

istrators to censor articles that damage the school's image (72

percent) or ban publications that are not part of the official

school press (58 percent).

It.should be noted that there does not appear to be any ten-

dency for advisers believing student journalists should enjoy the

same First Amendment rights as professional'journalists to have

school publications that cover news outside the school (see Table

18) or include editorials (see Table 19) or letters to' the editor

(see Table 20).

TABLE 18

The Effect of Advisers' Attitudes Toward the
First Amendment Rights of Student
Journalism on Publication Coverage

of News Outside the School

2 Duts_ide_Coverage
First Amendment Attitude Yes No

Same for Students And Professionals 25 0

Different for Students and Professionals 8 3

N 39
X2 = 1.65 (.05 level of significance is 3.84, where the degree of
freedom is I)
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TABLE 19

The Effect of Advisers' Attitudes Toward the First
Amendment Rights of Student Journalists on the

Inclusion of Editorialt in Publication s4

Editorials

First Amendment Attitude Yes No

Same for Students and Professionals 29 0

Different for Students and Professionals 10 1

N = 40
X? = 2.73 (.05 level of significance is 3.84, where the degree
of freedom is 1)

TABLE 20

The Effect of Advisers' Attitudes Toward the First
Amendment Rights of Student Journalists on the

Inclusion of Letters to the Editor
in Publications

Letters to the Editor

first_Amendment_Attitude Yes )4a
Same for Students and Professionals 25 4

Different for Students and 15rofessiona.4 8 2

N = 39.
X2 = .23 (.05 level of significance is 3.84, where the degree
of freedom.is 1)

This dichotomy between phiIosophical and practical support'

of a free student press is also evident in responses to the open=

end question asking under what circumstances the advisers would

prevent publication',of student articles. In addition to citing

legally supportable Justifications for censorship--such as libel

(31 percnt)tobscenity (22 percent), or lenvasion of privacy

(8 percenf)--advisers also listed many other reasons for censor-

ship that would not be upheld in the courts.



These include "poorly written" articles (6 percent), articles

in "poor taste" (18 percent), articles that were a "personal at-

tack" on a member of the faculty or student body (13 percent),

stories that might upset the administration (4 percent) and those

that are "biased" (7 percent), "hurtful" (13 percent).or "unethi-

cal" (2 percent). These last reasons, as well as the finding

that an article would be "disruptive" (18 percent) are highly sub-

jective determinations, which, if loosely applied, could be mis-

used to deny students full freedom of expression.

Many advisers indicated that questions of newspaper content

were generally resolved prior to newspaper publication. Most ad-

visers felt that a balance exists between what students want to

print and what the school administration would tolerate. However,

several felt that past conflicts with the administration had made

them more stringent in their censorship than they were comfortable

with. This was particularly true of advisers_in_rural_schools.

One rural school reported that censorship occurred:

...until recently, only if the story could be.
damaging to a student or students ersonally,
or if the material were libelous or obscene.
However, after a recent article which con-
tained the words 'pissed off' in a direct
quote, I was written up by my principal and
supervisor. To keep my job my censoring may'
become more pronounced.

Another rural school adviser wrote:

Articles would be censored if they threatened my
position. I realize this is not 100 percent
legal, not is it ethical, but I have been in the
hot seat for allowing freedom of the press and the
fire burns.
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A third rural school adviser would not necessarily use cen-

sorship to control student publications but said that, "After

clearly discussing vulgarity I'd not halt publication but would

fire and flunk the editors after publication." This, of course,

would have the same dampening effect on a free student press.

Advisers report few instances in which school administrators

actually withheld a story of the entire newspaper from publica-

tion. The seven incidents reported included censorship based on

stories that were true but negative in tone, articles in poor

taste and stories containing vulgar language. Given the few ex-

amples of administration censorship and the breadth of reasons

for which advisers themselves would withhold an article from pub-

lication, it may be that whatever censorship exists is done by the

adviser before the material is seen by the administration.

Editors' Attitudes Toward Student Journalism

Student editors of Maryland scholastic publiceitiomltend to

be more conservative in their attitudes toward student press free-

dom in some areas than the school officials advising these publica-.

tions.

Most (79 percent) believe that administrators should be able

to prevent publication of material they feel is damaging to the

school's image. This compares to the 72 percent of advisers who

felt that way. While a large portion (81 percent) felt that school

newspapers should not avoid controversial topics, this is a signifi-=

cantly smaller portion than the 95 percent of advisers who believed

this.



However, while 72 percent of the advisers said that student

journalists should have the same First Amendment protections as

professional journalists an overwhelming 93 percent of students

support the parallel legal status.

Just over half (56 percent) of the editors believed admin-

istrators should be able to ban unofficial publications, which is

very close to the 58 percent of advisers who felt this way.

The greatest distinction between editors' and advisers' at-

titudes is in the perception of student press function. Only 12

percent of the editors identified journalism training as the most

important role, compared to the 44 percent of advisers who respon-

ded that way. Nearly two-thirds (61 percent) of the editors cited

the information role as the primary function. This is twice the

number of advisers with this response. The 29 percent of students

citing the forum function parallels the 27 percent of advisers rec-

ognizing the significance of this role.

The attitudes of editors and advisers in the same school, on

the question of student press function, are most often parallel for

the information function and next often in the forum role.

Two thirds (66 percent) of the editors say their advisers pro-

vide ideas for one quarter or fewer of the stories that are pub-

lished. This indicates a high degree of student freedom in the

selection of story topics, although not necessarily in the treat-

ment of those topics.

Most (87 percent) of the editors said that neither the school

administration nor their advisers had ever prevented a story from
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being published while they (the editors) had worked on the news-

paper. The editors reported that in most cases they nave the

final say about what is published, but that advisers may recom-

mend against publishing articles that: (1) lack news value,

(2) deal with controversial topics; (3): are "in bad taste" or

(4) explore sensitive issues; According to one student:

Our page editor wrote a page on'suicide. She had
attempted it; Her parents said it would be dam-
aging_if printed; and they didn't want us to do
it Our adviser advised us not to print it;

In cases where there has been censorship, some editors felt

they were not given sufficient explanations for the ban. Some

reasons that the administration or advisers gave for censorship

included: (1) editorial bias, (2) incorrect information, (3) of-

fensive material such as drinking, drugs or sex or (4) criticism

of the school administration. One editor wrote:

At one point some of the staff members wrote belit
tling humor columns of the administration, school
clubs and-students, "After receiving a-refusal-of--
publishing the articles from the adviser, the
journalists got their own advertisements and funds
to publish their own humor newspaper.

Articles that editors believe advisers would find inappropriate

for publication included: (1) items criticizing_ the school staff

or students that might harm school solidarity, (2) examples of

poor journalism (especially those that contain unsubstantiated

information), (3) stories involving obscenity, libel or other il=

legal uses of the publication or (4) material that is "biased."

While some editors' examples of materials that advisers had

or might censor would be found appropriate for censorship by the
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courts, m, y would not The elimination of articles that exhibit

"poor taste," discuss controversial issues or criticize the school

administration is not legal, according to past court precedents.

There is little indication that the students are aware of the po-

tential for this abuse, however. One editor was particularly con-

cerned that the adviser was not discriminating enough and wrote:

I have not encountered any subjects of which he
has disapproved. Sometimes this worries me. In

fact, I have edited (out) some scandalous material
which otherwise would have gone to print with his
approval.

Most (97 percent) of the editors believed that their publica-

tions' policies were fair. The one-student who reported unfair

policies said that the newspaper staff should have greater control

over the publishing of editorials. Other students reported that

staff consensus is usually the basis for editorials.

Summary

The results of this survey show a continuing trend toward im-

proved recognition of student journalist rights that has been evi-

dent in other research since the Tinker decision. There is no evi=

dence here of the widespread disregard for students' constitutional

protections; that the Kennedy Commission found a decade ago (Nelson,

1974).

It is apparent, however, that both philosophically and in

practice advisers and editors do not recognize the full measure of

First Amendment press freedoms the courts have granted student jour-

nalists. And educating those advisers and student editors is what

the Secondary Division must continue to do.
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THE FREEDOMS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF STUDENT JOURNALISTS

Survey of High -5646/3,

This questionnaire is a survey of school newspaper advisers' understanding
and attitudes toward the freedoms and responsibilities of student journalists.
Please answer the following questions based on your full experience in teaching
and advising student journalists. Any comments you wish to include at the
end, regarding the survey or the issue of student press freedom, also would
be helpful.

A. These questions concern your understanding of the freedoms of school
newspapers and student journalists under the First Amendment of the _
Constitution. Indicate whether you have the legal right to stop- publication
or distribution of the school newspaper, or to withhold an article, in
the following cases:

1) In an article about the new school principal reference is made to
a law suit by parents in his previous school which led to the principal's

dismissal. Can the adviser insist that the article be withheld?

YES NO

2) A story in the school newspaper reports on student criticism of the
principal for his imposition of new regulations. Can the adviser prevent

publication of the paper?

YES NO

3) A school newspaper editorial opposes the President's policy toward
abortion. The adviser, under pressure from parents, halts the paper's
distribution. Is he within his legal right to do so?

YES NO

4) The school newspaper uses a "four letter" word with sexual connotations
in one of its headlines. Can the adviser prevent use of the word in

the headline?

YES NO

5) An editorial in the school newspaper calls for students to protest
the suspension of several_students by gathering in the cafeteria for
a rally at a specific time during a specific school day. Can the adviser

pull the editorial from the newspaper?

YES NO
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B. Indicate whether the following statewents demonstrate your attitude toward
student journalism.

6) School administrators should have the right to prevent publication
of material they feel is damaging to the school's image.

YES NO

7) School administrators should have the right to prohibit publication
and distribution of material that is not in an official school publication.

YES NO

BY Student journalists should enjoy the same First Amendment rights
as professional journalists.

YES NO

9) School publications should avoid controversial topics in favor of
stories which encourage school solidarity.

YES NO

C. Check what you think the most important function of a school newspaper is.

10) Choose one.

Fostering school spirit

Providing students with information

Serving as a forum for student expres,sion

Providing students with journalism experience

Answer the following questions regarding the practice of journalism in
your school.

11) Does your school have a set\of written publication guidelines?

YES NO

12) Do you cover news that occurs outside the school?

YES NO

13) Do you regularly run editorials?

YES NO
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14) Do you regularly run letters to the editor?

YES NO

15) How is the school newspaper financed?

16) Under what circumstances would you prevent publication of a story
students had written?

17) Has your administration ever withheld publication of a story or
the newspaper? Under what circumstances?

Indicate your type of school and the extent of your journalism experience.

18) Is your school

19) Is your school community

rural?

public or private

urban; suburban or

2o) How many years have you been teaching and/or advising student journalists?

1-2 years 3-4 years 5-6 years

7 years or more

21) Do you have a degree in journalism? YES NO

22) Do you have another degree with a minor in journalism?

YES NO

23) How many credits do you have in journalism courses other thaw for

a journalism degree)?
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24) Have you taken a course or workshop in journalism law?

YES NO

25) Describe any journalism experience you've had other than school
teaching/advising.



This questionnaire is a survey of school newspaper editors' attitudes
toward student journalism. Please answer the following questions based on
your experience with the newspaper in your school and without consulting your
adviser.

A. Indicate whether the following statements demonstrate your attitude toward
student journalism.

26) School administrators should have the right to prevent publication
of material they feel is damaging to the school's image.

YES NO

27) School administrators should have the right_to prohibit publication
and distribution of material that is not in an official school publication.

YES NO

28) Student journalists should enjoy the same First Amendment rights
of a free press as professional journalists do.

YES NO

29) School publications should avoid controversial topics in favor of
stories which encourage school solidarity.

YES NO

Check what you think is the must Important function of a school newspaper.

30) Choose one.

Fostering school spirit

Providing students with information

Serving as a forum for student expression

Providing students with journalism experience
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C. Answer the following questions regarding your relationship with the
'newspaper.adviser.

311 What portion of the stories in the newspaper represent ideas front
the adviser?

0-25% 26=50% 51=75% 76-100%

32) Has either your adviser or the administration prevented a story
from beinq published while you've worked on the paper? If so; please

give detaiis.

33) What types of material are considered by your adviser to be inappropriate
for publication in the newspaper?

-34)---Do-you feelthe editorial policies_for_your publicationwhether _

they are written or unwritten--are fair? If not, why not?
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